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Introduction

C

ollege students on the autism spectrum are becoming increasingly common on U.S. campuses. In the late 1990s when the
authors presented at a national conference of disability services
providers, most of the attendees had never heard of Asperger Syndrome or other autism spectrum disorders. And those who did have
experience with this population were mystified and concerned about
how to best provide services, support success, and deal with the problems that inevitably arose during the college experience. The interest
in our presentation was dramatic, with overflow seating on a Saturday
afternoon. Yet, no one in attendance could have predicted the increase
in numbers they were to see over the next decade. And none of us
could have predicted that so many colleges and universities today not
only know about autism spectrum disorders but are proactive in designing programs to support students.
Yet, despite such progress, school districts, families, educators, and
health professionals across the country struggle daily with planning
for life after high school, deciding whether college is appropriate, and
if so, what kind of college, how far from home, and what kinds of
services their student will need. No two students with autism spectrum disorders are alike. Each requires individual planning, goals, and
resources to succeed. There is no one-size fits all. No college is appropriate for all students with autism spectrum disorders, and no student
is a good fit for every college. The goodness-of-fit achieved and the
planning that goes into the transition to college is often the single best
predictor of student success. It is with this in mind that we bring our
collective expertise and experience as university disability service providers, clinicians, educators, and parents to writing this book.*
* For ease of reading, throughout this book, instead of referring to students as “on the
autism spectrum” or “with Asperger Syndrome,” we will refer to them simply as students
with AS.
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We are disability services providers with over 100 years of combined
experience. Some of us are also parents of kids on the autism spectrum. We all know how families feel from diagnosis to adulthood,
from good years in school with great practitioners to difficult years.
We have all faced, or are facing, transitions after school, transitions
away from entitlement laws (see below). We have learned that regardless of the amount of planning and expert help, there will be tough
times. However, we know that knowledge, awareness, and preparation assist with navigating rough seas ahead.
This volume concentrates on providing families, clinicians, teachers, and high school specialists information about the transition to
college. We are aware that higher education is not appropriate for all
students on the autism spectrum and that job training is an equal or
better postsecondary option for some families (including one of the
authors’ children). However, many students with AS benefit greatly
from college, and we believe that students who can benefit from
higher education should have that opportunity.
As parents, teachers, and clinicians, our commitment is to help ensure that students with AS become successful. As with more typical
students, we hope they earn good grades, are comfortable in the
classroom, and enjoy extracurricular activities, clubs, sports – all
that college life entails. As we write this book, we realize that good
intentions do not always lead to independence and success in adulthood. The success many students experience in high school is, in
part, due to a carefully planned curriculum, complete with a team of
supports – not the least of which is the parent. However, this level
of support is rarely available on most college campuses. In order to
succeed in college, students must be able to navigate a complex social world and academic rigor simultaneously. For some students on
the spectrum this is attainable; others require assistance.
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It has been said that parents interpret Many students with
their child with AS to the world and
AS benefit greatly
interpret the world to their child.
Once a child is launched from home from college,
and we believe
into college, who will act as the interpreter? Over the last decade, we
that students who
have seen postsecondary programs
can benefit from
being developed all over the world.
higher education
All such programs struggle to deshould have that
velop means to interpret college
opportunity.
to students. Programs continue to
expand each year. We do not list individual programs in this book, as that information would be outdated
before the book is even published. Rather, we list some programs on
our website, www.CollegeAutismSpectrum.com. Each family must
investigate, call, visit, and investigate again prior to selecting an individual postsecondary option.
This is an exciting time for people with AS. Services and programs
are constantly evolving, yet in many areas of the country, services
only exist up to age 18. As with all of our children, those with AS
spend up to four times as long as adults as they do as kids, and as
a society, we must provide preparation for adulthood for students
with AS. The alternative is to leave growing numbers of our population to a life of needing care rather than being able to care for
themselves and living satisfying adult lives, making useful contributions to society. As postsecondary educators, we believe that
college may provide the best launching pad for students who are
able to use it.
As you read this book, we ask that you keep an open mind about
your student and what he or she may or may not accomplish. Not
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everyone must graduate from colEach family
lege, and some students who do
must investigate,
graduate from college are not succall, visit, and
cessful adults. Some students need
investigate again
one or two years after high school
before starting college; others need prior to selecting
to go part time while working and
an individual
practicing life skills. There is no
postsecondary
one way to be successful, no matter
option.
how many friends and neighbors
believe there may be. Sometimes
our students are more successful than we anticipate, so keep your
mind open to that possibility as well. More than anything, be
realistic about your hopes and dreams and ask the student to do
the same. Is your student holding himself back or are you? Is the
student being realistic enough or does she need a trusted adult to
explain things? An open mind will make this book most useful to
you and to your student.
Significant changes to diagnostic practice and standard nomenclature are in the works that will have a large impact on how we
refer to a range of diagnoses currently falling under the “autism”
umbrella. These changes will affect familiar terminology such that
diagnostic distinctions between types of pervasive developmental
disorders will no longer be made, while some diagnostic labels
may vanish altogether. With this change, the diagnostic term of
choice will change to “autism spectrum disorders.”
Philosophically, we believe in the continuum of the autism spectrum, regardless of the specific diagnosis assigned. We believe
that postsecondary options similarly are tailored to the individual,
not to the diagnosis. For that reason, we feel that interventions de-
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signed for students with “Asperger
More than
Syndrome” could be just as effecanything, be
tive for students with high-functioning autism, pervasive developmen- realistic about your
tal disorders-not otherwise specified hopes and dreams
(PDD-NOS), or nonverbal learning and ask the student
disabilities (NVLD). In keeping
to do the same.
with this philosophy, we will refer
to “students with AS” or “students
on the spectrum” throughout the book.
In addition, while the prevalence of AS is greater in males than
in females, we will alternate pronouns through the book in recognition of the many girls and young women with AS we have
encountered. We are optimistic that whichever direction diagnostic
processes take, students can and will thrive in college to the extent
that families, students, educators, and college administrators are
aware and open to change.

What You Can Expect

This book is arranged in the order your family will go through the
college process from looking at where you have been and where
your student is going, to how to look for a college, the admissions
process, etc. Each chapter begins with an overview and a vignette
of a student and where he or she is in the college process. The vignettes are about different students to make the examples as comprehensive as possible in hopes that readers will find issues from
their own family in some of them.
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For parents whose adolescent with autism spectrum disorders is considering college, this practical book is an invaluable guide to
evaluating college readiness, strengthening key skills, identifying the right match, ensuring the smoothest possible transition, and
creating a safety net to maximize the chances of a successful college experience.Â Very helpful book about college for students on the
Autism Spectrum and what to expect. Read more. Helpful. This parent-friendly book, written by parents who are also autism
professionals, takes the fear and mystery out of the college experience in a world that sees an increasing number of individuals with
autism spectrum disorders attending college. To read this book, upload an EPUB or FB2 file to Bookmate. How do I upload a book?
Search on Google. Impression. Add to shelf.

